Keep Your Students, Staff, and Schools

Safe from Cyberattacks

Lessons in K-12 Cybersecurity
As educators, you’re already teaching your students
the knowledge they need to thrive. But has your school
system learned from difficult lessons like these?

Yet another school
district hit by
ransomware, this
time in Illinois

Texas K-12
district loses
$2.3 million in
email scam

Ransomware shuts
down classes,
childcare centers
in Flagstaff, AZ

Ransomware
used HVAC to
infect Michigan
K-12 district

A+

Ransomware
forces New
Mexico school
district to scrub
30,000 devices

Student hacker
grabbed personal
data of thousands
of Maryland
students

This happens far too often:
Lesson plan
Lesson 1 Delay critical cybersecurity
investments
Lesson 2 Suffer a massive data breach—
and panic!
Lesson 3 Sign a big contract for incident
response services
Lesson 4 Spend more than you ever dreamed on
new products
Lesson 5 Take the next several years to
rebuild trust

Here’s where to begin.
Start with our advanced defenses that are simple to deploy and incredibly effective.

Are you prepared for:

Cisco Umbrella

Risky websites

See for yourself

Malicious downloads
Phishing attacks

Check it out

Cisco Email Security

Office 365 Security
Harmful attachments
USB stick malware

Cisco AMP for Endpoints

Ransomware

Learn how

Make everyone part of the solution.
We can help you educate your students and staff.
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Learn more

Be ready for the unexpected.

It’s easy to work with us.

Let our experts help you with your
incident response plan and more.

Get great buying program benefits when you
invest in three or more security products.
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• Budgets go further

Readiness assessments
IR Plans and playbooks
Emergency response
Compromise assessments

• Predictable billing

Cisco Talos Incident Response

Security Choice enterprise agreement

Learn more

Learn more

And there’s so much more.
Check out our
free trials

Learn more
about our
security solutions

Talk to
us today!

Start here

Show me now

Contact Cisco
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